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PRESENTATION OF 8 WORKS Nicolas Fonty Portfolio



2014 : 2013



www.OCCUPY.fr : ongoing project to develop collaborative cartography in the Greater Paris based on community fairs. Nine public workshops until today and one ongoing project using the Occupy method.



2013 :



«LIVING IN THE GREATER PARIS» : life cycles, urban continuities, horizontal metropolis. STUDIO 13



2011 :



“LA DÉFENSE” , AN ATLAS, history and territory, Parenthèses Editions, 2014. Dir: Chabard + Picon-



2008 :



THE POROUS CITY, analysis and prospective of the Greater Paris. Research ordered by the french



2008 :



LEARNING TO DECODE URBAN NEBULAS, PARIS / BARCELONA research project in collaboration



2005 :



PLAINE-DE-FRANCE and PARIS : the issue of their relationships, territorial study, project man-



2004 :



CONTEXTUAL vs GENERIC, a graphic and historic exploration of the parisian nebula, Master in



1999 :



THE CITY OF THE PÉRIPHÉRIQUE (parisian ring road) with the Tomato team, Ordinary / Extraordinary, Le Moniteur editions, 2003. Architecture diploma publication.



Bernardo Secchi + Paola Viganò for the Atelier International du Grand Paris. Besides the teamwork explained above, author of “Workshop” article for the july 2013 edition. Lefèvre, 60 maps + timeline in collaboration with Alvise pagnacco.



government / STUDIO 09 team, Secchi + Viganò. My work : advisor on specific knowledge on Paris, map and data production, development of mapping representation concepts, investigation on ordinary monuments, rewriting. with UPC-Barcelona, Carlos Llop. ager for A. Lortie.



Urban Design. Director : André Lortie.



What is a map ?



So then you have the possibility to visualize only a



particular BACKGROUND MAP layer or a specific combination of several. OCCUPY, for a collaborative carThe information gathered from these workshops helps + a collection of PLACES. These diferent places tography of the Greater Paris. to highlight significant?places : landmarks, places can be classified in different LAYERS. WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE PUBLIC SPACES OF YOUR many NEIGHBOURHOOD



2014



It is simply a



w w w. o c c u p y. f r



of specific practices, location of important players, places of remarkable events, as well as residents’ project l’été, il y a pas mal de verUSES « Ici, on vient faire des barbecues ideas. This data is uploaded immediately after the dure, occupations un petit côté sauvage» OCCUPY aims to map theOCCUPATIONS public spaces WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE PUBLIC SPACES OF YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD ? on a map available on internet through workshops of a territory How this place is occupied ? What does represent this place ? How it is used ? What practicesWhat can be seen ? what object iscartodb.com. building, used as a landmark ? « ..... ... .. » - The differentUSES practices that faire takedes place « Ici, on vient barbecues il ypont a pasde mal de ver- ; il peut servir d’abri « c’est aul’été, pied du l’autoroute by different themes and is also dure, un petit côté sauvage» en cas d’orage ou bien duThe soleildata quandisilsorted cogne bien» OCCUPATIONS - The different actors that LANDMARKS interact there indexed to prioritize their importance in relation to a What does represent this place ? - The various landmarks that make upWhothese occupiesspaces this place or its limits ? Who maintains it or works here ? What building, what object is Who usedisascoming a landmark here ?? particular subject . It is thus possible to extract specific « ..... « c’est au pied du pont de l’autoroute ; il musiciens peut servir d’abri « parfois aussi des viennent sous le ; il y a maps thatjouer inform onpont a specific topic (see examples) ... .. » So then you have the possibility to visualize only a



« ..... particular layer or a specific combination of several.



How this place is occupied ? 23practices can be seen ? How it is used ? What



WHO



WHAT



HOW



WHAT



HOW



... .. »



LANDMARKS USES



OCCUPATIONS



en cas d’orageACTORS ou bien duun soleil quand il que cogne saxophoniste j’aibien» déjà écouté 2 ou 3 fois »



LANDMARKS



ACTORS This database, that is built and enriched with each new



Who occupies this place or its limits ? Who maintains it or works here ? Who is coming here ? What is the imaginary of this place, to what memories it is linked ? « parfois aussi des musiciens jouer sous le pont ; il y a Whatviennent has changed or disapeared ?



WORKSHOPS PARTICIPANTS « desTOvieux m’ont raconté que dans lesterrain annéesde sport, l’accès serait beauon pouvait par le MEMORY COOP#passer MAPPING SHORT EXPLANATION WE PRESENT THE Bretons du coin«Si CO-OP   60 ils organisaient ici des courses de facile. chien »D’ailleurs il y a un coup plus trou dans le grillage par où on CHANGES PROJETCS WORKSHOPS PARTICIPANTS What is a mappasse. ? Avec un vrai passage je pourrais inviter ma grand-mère»



FUTURE



PAST



PAST



WHO



workshop, produces an underlayer to be used in the construction of the metropolitan project. And it is An the time dimension: ACTORS un saxophoniste que j’ai déjà écouté 2 ou 3 fois » « des vieux Bretons du coin m’ont raconté que dansfor les années also the support cooperative projects creating a MEMORY - past: hat has changed or disapeared ? 60 ils organisaient ici des courses de chien » CHANGES network between groups and assets. - future : what could be transformed ? What is the imaginary of this place, whatbe memories it is linked ? Whattocould better here? What should be changed or added ? What occupaCOOP#MAPPING SHORT EXPLANATION WE PRESENT TO THE What has changed or disapearedtions ? in particular could be fostered ?



Under a tent are deployed various maps rich in information. The principal map is put on a main table where participants can discuss and add their data. These workshops are extremely useful for urban designers to understand how the territory is experienced. Because of their simplicity, subject clarity and aesthetic, they are quite popular. Children and teenagers are also interested in them.



CO-OP   BACKGROUND MAP



What could be better here? What should be changed or added ? What occupaIt is simply a



FUTURE



tions in particular could be fostered ?inhabitants What this is a map ? collaborative and in a way with TOPICS X6 + a collection ofits PLACES . These diferent places canpasser be classified in terrain different LAYERS. «Si on pouvait par le de sport, l’accès serait beauand users. It is simply a BACKGROUND MAP SCULPTURES, GRAFFITI



SHOPS, MARKETS, STREET



PARKS, GARDENS



ASSOCIATIONS,



SQUARES, HIGH STREETS,



So then you have the todans visualize only a coup plus facile. D’ailleurs il AGRICULTURE, ypossibility a un trou le grillage par NISTRATIONS où on STREET SPORTSplaces RIES, RESTAURANTS ANIMALS ORGANISATIONS PROJETCS PLACES. PLACES, These diferent PARTIES, MUSIC, CREATION



+ a collection of



SELLING, OFFICES, FACTO-



TREES, FLOWERS, WATER



POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS



SPORTS, SCHOOLS, ADMI-



WALKS, PATHWAYS, SHORTCUTS, CROSSROADS TUBE, BUS, TRAIN ...



layer or a specific combination of ma several. passe. Avec particular un vrai passage je pourrais inviter grand-mère» LAYERS. include residents and other actors



The aim is to URBAN ECONOMIC NATURES DAILY So then you have the possibility to visualize only a TRANSIT CULTURES LIFE IN TOWN COMITMENT ORDINARY TOPICS X6 layer in the transformation ofYOU the territory. particular or a specific combinationprocess of several. WHAT DO KNOW ABOUT THEThe PUBLIC SPACES OF YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD ? coop#MAPPING, une cartographie collaborative de La Courneuve cartes sur www.occupy.fr/coop Partageons notre connaissance du territoire How this place is occupied ? map progressively becomes during a ? What practices can be seen ? How it is used « ..... the workshops ... .. » OF YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD ? WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE PUBLIC SPACES « Ici, on vient faire des barbecues l’été, il y a pas mal de vermedia around which dialogue can take place. USES How this place is occupied ? dure, un petit côté sauvage» How it is used ? WhatNATURES practices canOCCUPATIONS be seen ? « .....URBAN to being ECONOMIC DAILY In addition a collaborative and empowerment ...CULTURES .. » TRANSIT LIFE IN TOWN COMITMENT ORDINARY pas does mal represent de ver- this place ? USES « Ici, on vient faire des barbecues l’été, il y aWhat tool, it is also ancollaborative analysis tool thanks to the richness of What building,notre whatconnaissance object is used as a landmark ? coop#MAPPING, une cartographie de petit La Courneuve cartes sur www.occupy.fr/coop Partageons du territoire dure, un côté sauvage» OCCUPATIONS « c’est au pied du pont de l’autoroute ; il peut servir d’abri the original collected information. What does represent this place ? LANDMARKS en cas d’orage ou bien du soleil quand il cogne bien» What building, what object is used as a landmark ? And it is also a project tool when the OccupyWhoapproach occupies this place or its limits ? Who maintains it or works here ? « c’est au pied du pont de l’autoroute ; il peut servir d’abri is coming here ? has the LANDMARKS possibilityentocasprecede orduaccompany aWhobien» territorial d’orage ou bien soleil quand il cogne « parfois aussi des musiciens viennent jouer sous le pont ; il y a Who occupies this place or its limits ? Who maintains it or works here ? project . ACTORS un saxophoniste que j’ai déjà écouté 2 ou 3 fois » can be classified in different
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WHAT



WHAT



HOW



HOW



SCULPTURES, GRAFFITI



Who is coming here ?



Projects reported at workshops.



The different players and their importance.



Data related to mutations and to the history of a site and that retrace the imaginary.



On the base of these significative places, a project for the territory can be elaborated.
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WHO



« parfois aussi des musiciens viennent jouer sous le pont ; il y a The basisACTORS of this methodqueare public workshops at un saxophoniste j’ai déjà écouté 2 ou 3 fois » What is the imaginary of this place, to what memories it is linked ? neighbourhood festivals. This is a method What that has has changed or disapeared ? vieux Bretons du coin m’ont raconté que dans les années MEMORY « des been proven in numerous previous workshops : signifiWhat is the imaginary of this place, to what memories it is linked ? CHANGES 60 ils organisaient ici des courses de chien » has changed or disapeared ? cant participation What of differentiated audiences, production « des vieux Bretons du coin m’ont raconté que dans les années What could be better here? What should be changed or added ? What occupaMEMORY tions in particular 60 ils organisaient ici des courses the de chien » of new territorial through expertise of could be fostered ? CHANGES knowledge «Si on pouvait passer par le terrain de sport, l’accès serait beauWhat users. could be better here? What should be changed or added ? What occuparesidents and other PROJETCS coup plus facile. D’ailleurs il y a un trou dans le grillage par où on



FUTURE



tions in particular could be fostered ?



passe. Avec un vrai passage je pourrais inviter ma grand-mère»



on pouvait passer par le terrain de sport, l’accès serait beauWe unfoldPROJETCS a large«Si aerial photo of the territory on a table. coup plus facile. D’ailleurs TOPICS X6il y a un trou dans le grillage par où on passe. Avec un vrai passage je pourrais inviter ma grand-mère» Then participants plant flags of different categories.



TOPICS X6



SCULPTURES, GRAFFITI



SHOPS, MARKETS, STREET



PARKS, GARDENS



ASSOCIATIONS,



SQUARES, HIGH STREETS,



WALKS, PATHWAYS,



PARTIES, MUSIC, CREATION



SELLING, OFFICES, FACTO-



TREES, FLOWERS, WATER



POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS



SPORTS, SCHOOLS, ADMI-



SHORTCUTS, CROSSROADS
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SCULPTURES, GRAFFITI



SHOPS, MARKETS, STREET



PARKS, GARDENS
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SQUARES, HIGH STREETS,



PARTIES, MUSIC, CREATION



SELLING, OFFICES, FACTO-



TREES, FLOWERS, WATER



PLACES, STREET SPORTS



RIES, RESTAURANTS



AGRICULTURE, ANIMALS



CULTURES NISTRATIONS ORGANISATIONS



WALKS, PATHWAYS,



URBAN SPORTS, SCHOOLS, ECONOMIC NATURES POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS ADMISHORTCUTS, CROSSROADS LIFE



IN TOWN TUBE, BUS, TRAIN ...



coop#MAPPING, une cartographie collaborative de La Courneuve



URBAN CULTURES



ECONOMIC LIFE



NATURES IN TOWN



COMITMENT



DAILY ORDINARY



COMITMENT



cartes sur www.occupy.fr/coop



TRANSIT



DAILY ORDINARY



TRANSIT



Partageons notre connaissance du territoire



Data is also sorted by sub-themes towww.occupy.fr/coop tease the Partageons imagination ofduthe cartes sur notre connaissance territoire Viewing an online maps ; the data collected on the map card during the workshop are then participants and to scan the main characteristics of public spaces. posted online and can be freely consulted.or downloaded.



coop#MAPPING, une cartographie collaborative de La Courneuve



A vision “from below “, projects and citizen initiatives



This map shows the project proposals mentioned in workshops near the Seine in the north of Paris. These are public spaces that citizens would like to transform, the new practices they would like to become possible and the institutional projects they would like to influence or adapt. In parallel to this vision from below, is the institutional vision of the official projects from differents municipalities. It is constructive to put both in parallel and see how to make them compatible and how they can enrich each other.
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Living the Greater Paris Secchi-Viganó / Aigp



Public Project Workshop



18



The Greater Paris has a housing shortage. Where should we build? What urban forms? How to use this as a leverage to transform neighborhoods with low quality of life? As part of a major research for the Atelier du Grand Paris on these issues, I organized with the Secchi-Vigano team a public project workshop in the north of Paris in disadvantaged neighborhoods, which have a strong presence of former industrial areas, all kinds of network infrastructures and nearly 50 % of social housing. The Face association, settled in an unusual old mill in the heart of this environment welcomed us during 10 days and allowed us to meet different inhabitants and community associations to discuss with them our approaches. The students who participated in the workshop made important field surveys. They realized that the inhabitants were very interested in talking about the territory and that their testimonies were a very rich data source for the project. This observation is the basis of the Occupy mapping workshops which were later developed. The workshop was also an opportunity to interview a large number of the territory ‘s players (various administrations, facility or transportation managers, social housing landlords, businessmen). Generally, each of the players, could only tell us about a particular aspect when asked about a space issue that is very often on the intersection of several parameters. Most players are often aware of this contradiction and regret it, but must unfortunately limited themselves to their very time and field restricted mission statement.



A public promenade was organized on the first day with a series of stops on the territory’s emblematic places.



When mapping the different territories according to the players who manage them, we realize that the northern part of the Greater Paris studied in the workshop is very compartmentalized. If on top of this we extract from this mapping the uninhabited parts of the territory such as business parks and infrastructure, we can see that there is very little of the «ordinary city» left.



This outskirt is more than just a single-fonctionality collage, it is also a collage of independently managed plots. From this point of view, in particular, the importance of territories managed by social housing landlords raises questions. We can see the power of a sum of technicians in action, but who paradoxically do not seem eager for this power for a project in itself. Who



on the contrary seem to be more waiting a political and / or residents’ demand. We can clearly feel too many difficulties and blocages for the production of a collective project. It seems urgent to understand how to overcome them. This form of public workshop opened up to territory players appears to be very interesting for discussing these blockages.



history/territory Parenthèses Publishers, 2013



1. PANOPTICON
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The maps in this atlas were carried out with the collaboration of Alvise Pagnacco and under the direction of Pierre Chabard and Virginie Picon -Lefebvre . For over fifty years , the development of La Defense has profoundly changed the territory that , from one side to the other of the Seine, extends the major axis of Paris. Combining a selection of archival documents, photographs, an original set of historical and thematic maps, this atlas illuminates the long and complex history of this extraordinary urban settlement, permanently enshrined in the Paris metropolis. Seen as a visual narrative , it restores the pace of events , genealogy achievements , the spatial and temporal thickness of a landscape. Designed in parallel, a historical dictionary in a separate volume , with a time line , complete this atlas .



RER A and stations’s plot location in still another version of it that will be carried out



2. SEQUENTIAL



2 0 11



La Défense, an atlas



It consists of 3 parts and a prolongation of proposals have since completed this work.



a global view of the history of the Defense’s formation. 



0. Time line _ 3 x 2p



1. Chronological cartography panopticon _ 8 x 2p



2. SEQUENTIAL : history of the formation of the Défense sequence by sequence. 2. Projects sequences 1930-2010 _ 9 x 2p 3. Reality sequences 1930-2010 _ 30 x 2p



3. ACTUAL STATE



1. PANOPTICON :



The Défense today according to different thematic. 



4. 2010 State: topographical series_ 10 x 2p



5. 2010 State: statistical series_ 11 x 1p



+PROLONGATIONS : building under way that could be completed a. cartographic archives database 600 documents filled by keywords. b. 3D input of the slab and axonometric cross-section



PROLONGATIONS



3. ACTUAL STATE :



current state



REFERENCE GRID



UNIQUE SCALE



sequential



panopticon



UNIQUE FRAMING



2009



THE «POROUS» CITY. Greater Paris, post-Kyoto 21st century metropolis - S t u d i o 0 9 S e c c h i - V i g a n ó .



MONUMENTS: a new image for the Paris metropolis.



LIVING WITH WATER: the risks and bio-diversity.



STUDIO 08_ Bernardo Secchi and Paola Viganò Alessia Calò, Dao Ming Chang, Teresa Cos, Nicolas Fonty, Alvise Pagnacco IUAV, PhD in Urbanism Design Lorenzo Fabian, Emanuel Giannotti, Paola Pellegrini



12



Sampling of the territory and choice of a study cross-section.



GREEN AND AGRICULTURAL SPACES: appropriation and bio-diversity.



PTV France Frédéric Reutenauer, Florence Prybyla Ingenieurbüro Hausladen GMBH Cécile Bonnet, Robert Fröhler



Conceptual background: porosity, permeability and fractures. Isotropy



Exploratory Project: a metropolitan green crossing; articulate and monumentalised territory from a small to large scale.



RESTRUCTURING THE METROPOLIS: energy, lifestyle, diversity.



MOBILITY: a generalized accessibility.



EMU European Master in MIT and P-REX Alan Berger, Clemson and P-REX Case Brown Urbanism Photographies : Teresa Cos. MOX : Alfio Quarteroni, Piercesare Secchi Carlo D’Angelo, Fabio Nobile, Fabio Della Rossa



2008



Forms of agglomeration x1



territorial forms x10



urban growth forms x50



LEARNING TO DECODE URBAN NEBULAE, PARIS-BARCELONA 11



Decomposing the scale interlock of urban forms and coupling analysis scales.



Dense and dispersed forms Barcelona-Paris



Population density Barcelona, RMB



Exploring dense forms: + than 75% of the population of these urban regions



Measuring the urban intensity as a degree of Housing, Employment, Transports, Community facilities, Business densities.



Paris



Barcelona



We make the hypothesis that we are moving towards a model that favors the regeneration of dense suburbs, urban formations transitional between the



architectural forms x250



Transport density



Test-zone dense outskirts Barcelona



hyperdensities benefitting from reinforced mobility supply and dispersed urbanizations only accessible by car, and for the moment unsustainable.



Employment density



Test-zone dense outskirts Paris



Zooms on representative samples: - Releasing the generic from the contextual - Analyzing the densification process.



2005



PLAINE-DE-FRANCE and PARIS The issu of their relations.



a g e n c y s t u d y ( a n d r é L o r t i e ) 04



dedicated to transports and production . The different layers of urban intensity are projected on a dense network model shared with Paris.



Decomposition of the territory, definition of municipality typologies according to land use. Identification of the slowly renewable «inhabited city», made of housing, offices, community facilities and the «logistics city» quickly mutable made of lines and areas



Morphological sub-components of the Plaine-de-France



From the Plaine Saint-Denis to Roissy, to Paris.



Gross and net densities



Inhabited city, housing+facilitiess+offices. Points



Public spaces network and shops + Mº RER Tram



Types according to land occupation forms



Logistics city, transports + businesses. Lines and surfaces



Metropolitan landmarks



2004



CONTEXTUAL vs GENERIC



a graphic and historic exploration of the Paris nebula, Master Research.



02



The analysis of the Parisian morphogenesis, made mostly of crises and periods of massive urbanization, allows to identify important pieces of the metropolis puzzle. Inside geographically or historically coherent territories these generic urban growth forms contextualize and adjust themselves to where they are implanted.



Pre-20th century urban growth forms. Urbanization before WWI



ZUP and Grands Ensembles (housing projects)



Villes Nouvelles, between dense and dispersed formations. ... to be more thoroughly explored...



Inter-war subdivisions for housing



Businesses +Transports



This puzzle, mapped in an atlas accompanying the dissertation, shows much more of a dense form of agglomeration around a center than a dispersed, extensive or reticular urban territory.



Non identified ... of which 20th c. accumulation, also below Reuil



Fontenay



Rosny



Enghien



Territorial forms of the Paris agglomeration



20th c. accumulation, generally a relief situation.



LANDSCAPES



1999



Seine



PROGRAMS



ARCHITECTURES



Périf



THE CITY OF THE PÉRIPHÉRIQUE TOMATO collective Editions Le Moniteur,2003. 01



A publication that examines a territorial EXTRAORDINARY ORDINARY form between Paris and its suburbs, a 150 year collage of the most important Parisian urban projects. A city form, specific through its open urban landscape with its distant perspectives, its programs on a metropolitan scale and its monumentalized architec1860 ture staged «from the road». Ordinary Extraordinary : or how the application of a generic urban growth form in the ring’s totality collides with a certain number of the territorial context’s extraordinary accidents. (article co-written with Toma Damisch).



HÉNARD Project - plots



EXTRAORDINARY



ORDINARY



Accidents - extraordinary plots



Urban growth forms generic - ordinary linears



Projet DAUSSET - linears
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XSL-FO Input 

4.8 Total Document Pages. .... Name document that is found at the Unicode Consortium site. ..... fo:external-graphic src="url('file:d:///images/logo.jpg')"/>. XSL-FO ...
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Safe Skies - FO ADP 

The commitment of all employees and managers to the prime importance of .... ready to put certain air traffic service functions or projects out to private tender. 27.
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en 2017 - fo prefectures 

[email protected] htpp://www.fo-prefectures.com. Venez faire faire gratuitement votre carte grise Ã  la prÃ©fecture avant la fermeture des guichets.
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CAQ Leaflet.indd - FO ADP 

Manual procedures should contain detailed instructions to crews on such procedures. These should at least include the necessity to use oxygen masks at 100% ...
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This Le Monde Selon Fo By Dario Fo PDF on the files/S3Library-2705b-35a0d-212c3-25af9-E4a61.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, if provided. It's going to
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Switzerland. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - TOUS DROITS RÉSERVÉS - ALLE RECHTE VORBEHALTEN www.editions-bim.com f p cresc. Deciso [ q = 67 ] f p f p. 5.Termes manquants :
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Rosskam Report 2 - FO ADP 

Labour Congress (CLC), the Canadian Auto Workers' Union (CAW), representing ..... This report should be mandatory reading for both ..... at each airport) were guided with structured questions linked to the questionnaire. .... If the answer indicated 
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Contesting the Crisis - FO ADP 

losses, both directly and indirectly (i.e. jobs are lost at the airline in question and in a ..... Given the history of labour relations in the industry, the impact of pro-cyclical ..... 'island economies' (e.g. Greece, Iceland, Indonesia and the Phi
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Installing an XSL-FO processor 

graphics formats, FOP version 0.20.5 and later supports the use of Sun's Java .... Some products like Antenna House's XSL Formatter provide a graphical ...
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FO PB 6 - Comprendre les émotions intenses 

Une colère est une émotion qui se vit dans lʼinstant, car un stimulus. (événement ... l'eau est trop chaude, puis trop froide, puis que la serviette ne couvre pas ...
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Rapport d'activitÃ©s 2014-2015 - RÃ‰FO 

10 fÃ©vr. 2015 - Joliat - reprÃ©sentante de l'UniversitÃ© Laurentienne, Amanda-Lynn Wales - reprÃ©sentante du CollÃ¨ge. BorÃ©al, Francesco Caruso - reprÃ©sentant ...
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FO MON 20 - 5 activitÃ©s 

photographiÃ©e, et accompagnez- le en reprenant le dÃ©roulement dÊ¼une journÃ©e avec lui. Une fois que votre enfant aura assemblÃ© les photos dans le bon ordre,.
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FO ACT 1 - RÃ©aliser une activitÃ© 

De 6 Ã  9 mois. BÃ©bÃ© apprÃ©cie les activitÃ©s ludiques et motrices, qui lui permettent de faire ses premiÃ¨res expÃ©riences de distanciation avec sa ou ses figures ...
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International Transport Workers Federation - FO ADP 

approximately equal numbers of workers on unlimited employment contracts to .... The airline is getting close to its 31st birthday, has out-lasted carriers like.
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Rapport d'activitÃ©s 2014-2015 - RÃ‰FO 

10 fÃ©vr. 2015 - tenu la derniÃ¨re consultation publique des Ã‰tats gÃ©nÃ©raux sur le ... outils leur permettant d'assurer une saine gestion du Regroupement. Ceci.
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ES Repuestos disponibles en otros colores que se especificarán en el pedido. FR Pièces de ..... frenar la silla, colocar el niño más pequeño en el asiento y ...
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